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OPTIMUS EMR, INC. INTRODUCES “OBFS”
IRVINE, California – Optimus EMR, Inc. announced today the launch of its new Optimus Billing and
Financial System, (“OBFS”). After more than eighteen months in development this completely new
billing system was introduced at its customer conference, Optimus Information Exchange, in Tampa,
Florida.
OBFS is fully integrated with the Optimus EMR clinical system. OBFS shares one point of entry and
a common database with the most comprehensive clinical system for Electronic Medical Records in
LTPAC (“OEMR”).
Some of the prominent features of the system are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automatic retroactive re-billing and accounting for all changes in resident status
or payer information
Pre-loaded Medicare and Medicaid payers with complete billing set up
Pre-populated Medicare Part A RUGs and Medicare Part B fee schedules
No pay and benefit exhaust bills that are completed automatically based on resident specific
information and no manual intervention
Allows for proper importing of detailed billing information from Third Party systems
A/R, Cash receipts, collections, patient trusts, GL, A/P are all addressed in a comprehensive
manner by OBFS
Very robust internal controls and tools to manage billing staff and minimize DSO
The system also supports all established forms of electronic billing and remittances including
837/835 which are certified as 5010 compliant.
Integrated and customizable financial reporting in GL module

Optimus EMR, Inc. is the innovation leader by providing the LTPAC industry with EHR solutions with
the highest functionality and interoperability. Features include automated MDS 3.0, CPOE, eMAR,
eTAR, bi-directional interfaces with Pharmacies, Labs, Radiology and HIEs. Implementation services
including workflow redesign for maximum results. SaaS delivery with a unique internet outage
protection built in and full HITECH and HIPAA compliant. Optimus EMR, is CCHIT Certified as
® 2011 LTPAC with skilled Nursing Facility functions.
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